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Descend into a mine in Cuba with us. In this hidden vault, the walls echo with tales from the 
depths of the earth. Over one hundred years ago, men down here dug for their luck, hoping to 
stumble across a nugget of gold. What they found instead was a yet unnamed mineral: A grey 
stone, clad in a shimmering ensemble ranging from bronze to brass yellow. Six barrels clinking 
with the weight of the rocks would make it from Cuba to England across the seas, imported by 
mineralogist August Breithaupt in 1843. He christened it Cubanite – a fusion of the Spanish 
word “Cubano” and the mineral su�  x “-ite” – to pay homage to the mineral’s roots, forever 
linking its identity to the mystique of the Caribbean Islands.

Now picture the academic salons of the time and the scholars gathered in anticipation; listen 
to the hushed whispers of curiosity. Here, Breithaupt dissected Cubanite’s unique composition 
with a discerning eye and skilled � ngers, revealing the harmonious trio of copper, iron, and 
sulphur that adorned the stone. Word of the newfound gem spread like wild� re among 
scienti� c circles; it was – and still is – coveted for its crystalline structure and mysterious 
sheen. But it’s not only found deep below the surface of the Earth; it also travels through the 
depths of space. NASA’s Stardust spacecraft, a robotic voyager tasked with collecting 
interstellar dust samples from beyond our orbit, brought back traces of Cubanite that formed
in places beyond our imagination. 

Cubanit Grey Paint� ow brings this cosmic traveller back to Earth, its smoky hues shrouding 
walls and furniture in a certain mystique. With the colour being inspired by a stone, its realistic 
Paint� ow surface � nish mimics the appearance of wood soaked in paint, creating an intriguing 
fusion of seemingly disparate elements. 

Combine this with other subdued colours like Taupe Grey Premier Matt or Angora Grey Premier 
Matt to create a perfect neutral canvas for furniture and decorations derived from nature, 
creating a calming sanctuary for all senses. 
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Background information: 
RENOLIT Cubanit Grey Paint� ow is a warm grey colour with the 
realistic Paint� ow surface � nish. With its mocha undertones, it � ts 
perfectly into interior settings with neutral colour palettes. 

Characteristics:
The Paint� ow surface texture highlights the distinct woodgrain 
engravings. In combination with the superior matt � nish, it creates 
an aesthetic that is exquisite both visually and by touch. 

Application:
Kitchen
Bathroom 
Interior Furniture

Perfectly combined with:
Taupe Grey Premier Matt 
Angora Grey Premier Matt
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Taupe Grey Premier Matt

Angora Grey Premier Matt


